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1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Overview 
The Traffic library models the public transportation system of a city. Up to now the 
traffic library only contains the abstract transportation lines of trams, but does not model 
the actual rails and streets on which the trams, busses and trains are operating. The aim of 
this project is to add roads and tram rails to enhance the realism of the library. 
 
 
Scope of the work 
•  Introduce roads and rails where public transportation is running: model 
different types of roads: normal roads, roads with tram lines and railroads 
•  Add more roads: make the model more realistic by introducing roads (even 
where there are no bus or tram lines) 
•  Pay attention to performance: try to improve performance when displaying 
roads and tram lines 
•  Write XML parser for roads’ data 
•  Get data about the roads of Zurich and extend the XML model 
•  Documentation/Report: Write a documentation and a report about the project 
 
 
 Intended results 
•  Roads: roads are shown on the map. Tram move along roads. 
•  Performance: the map is loaded fast. 
•  Parser: there is a way to load the data about roads and to show the corresponding 
roads on the map. 
•  Change view: the old visualization with all the tram lines can still be displayed 
on top of the roads. 
•  Documentation: all the work is well documented. 
  
 
2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
Reading list  
Bertrand Meyer: Object-Oriented Software Construction, 2nd edition, Prentice Hall, 
1997.  
Bertrand Meyer: TOUCH OF CLASS, Learning to program well with Object Technology 
and Design by Contract, AN INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE ENGINEERING  
http://se.inf.ethz.ch/touch  
3. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Objectives and priorities 
•  Modelling and building roads (high priority) 
•  Documentation (high priority) 
•  Parser (medium priority) 
•  Performance (medium priority) 
•  Road data of Zurich (low priority) 
 
Criteria for success 
At least the objectives with the high priority must be achieved. Additionally the code has 
to be clean and a complete documentations must be provided. 
Method of work 
For the implementation I will use ISE EiffelStudio 5.6 with the additional library 
EiffelMedia 0.8.0 installed. For version control a SVN server will be used. 
 Quality management 
Documentation 
The documentation will be written during the entire project duration. Because students 
have to learn from this documentation it must be written in a clear way.  
Validation steps 
Regular meeting with the supervisor Michela Pedroni are planned. 
 
4. PLAN WITH MILESTONES 
Project steps 
•  Understanding existing source code 
•  Implementing new classes / features 
•  Add new data to the XML file 
•  Writing documentation / report 
 
Deadline 
Deadline: July 30, 2006 
 
Tentative schedule 
 8.05-14.05  15.05-28.05  29.05-4.06 05.6-9.07 10.07-16.07  17.07-30.07 
Plan & Installation           
Study textbook &traffic           
Design             
Implementation             
Parser & XML data           
Documentation             
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